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Abstract: Confined masonry (CM) is a widely used solution for buildings in developing countries and 9 

has potential for worldwide application when considering its economic and constructive advantages. 10 

Although a large background of experimental testing of CM walls is available, numerical studies are 11 

further needed to extend the existing knowledge and derive analytical rules to adopt in design codes. In 12 

this work, a parametric numerical study is performed, aimed to characterize the lateral in-plane response 13 

of CM walls under different variables and to establish a dataset for comparison of engineering demand 14 

parameters, towards the proposal of predictive models. Benchmark walls tested under lateral in-plane 15 

loading are used to calibrate a finite element modelling approach for pushover analysis. Based on the 16 

results of the parametric study, a formulation and charts are proposed to respectively estimate the lateral 17 

resistance and displacement capacity of CM walls with features similar to the ones used as benchmark. 18 
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1. Introduction 23 

Confined masonry (CM) construction, i.e. unreinforced masonry (URM) panels usually strengthened 24 

with reinforced concrete (RC) tie-elements, has been largely used in Latin America. Furthermore, its 25 

application has widespread worldwide, particularly in developing countries, like Algeria and Iran. Many 26 

of the CM buildings are non-engineered structures, i.e. no structural analysis and safety check are carried 27 

out for their design, mainly because of limited local resources and lack of an effective management and 28 

control policy in the building sector. The dissemination of CM towards a more efficient application 29 

requires a better understanding of its structural behaviour, far beyond extensive experimental testing. 30 

 CM buildings are composed of masonry walls which are enclosed by RC confining elements in 31 

both vertical (tie-column) and horizontal (tie-beam) directions, so that all materials act compositely in 32 

resisting action effects. CM structures are similar to RC infilled frames, with the main difference that in 33 

CM the frame elements in concrete are cast only after the masonry walls are built, so that in CM there 34 

is an effective contact between masonry and the surrounding RC elements due to adhesion and 35 

confinement effects. 36 
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 A wide knowledge concerning the experimental response of CM walls subjected to lateral in-plane 37 

loading has been mostly established in Latin America, although it has also resulted in dispersion of rules 38 

in design codes; see Meli et al. (2011) [1]. Furthermore, research on CM structures has been based on 39 

the assumption that the wall in-plane response is dominated by diagonal shear, even for slender walls, 40 

e.g. Pérez-Gavilán et al. (2015) [2]. Indeed, the assumed diagonal shear failure of CM walls has biased 41 

the design of CM walls, so that the prescriptions given in design codes always induce a shear-dominated 42 

behaviour. Varela-Rivera et al. (2019) [3] have studied the flexural behaviour of CM walls and they 43 

advocate reducing the amount of steel reinforcement in tie-columns to induce flexural behaviour rather 44 

than shear behaviour, since the flexural failure is more ductile. 45 

 There are however different variables which can influence the behaviour of CM walls subjected to 46 

lateral in-plane loads, beyond the amount of steel reinforcement in tie-columns, namely the wall aspect 47 

ratio (height to length ratio), the vertical stress on the wall, the tie-column cross-section, as well as the 48 

masonry quality. Moreover, the behaviour of CM walls is rather complex since it involves a multipart 49 

interaction between the masonry panel and the confinements through a common interface. Modelling 50 

this interface adds in complexity, because it strongly influences the stress distribution between the 51 

masonry panel and the tie-elements, increases the number of parameters to consider and makes 52 

computational convergence more difficult. So, the challenge in using computational methods and 53 

applied numerical analysis to study the complex behaviour of CM walls is launched. 54 

 Performing numerical simulation allows to consider a large number of variables with avoiding the 55 

monetary cost and uncertainty associated to experimental testing. Furthermore, the combined shear-56 

flexural mechanism of CM walls is difficult to discern in experimental testing, while numerical 57 

simulation can provide with well-monitored results to understand the compound mechanism. The effect 58 

of the wall aspect ratio on the shear-flexural interaction mechanism is an important aspect to consider, 59 

since currently there is no agreement on how it can influence the wall lateral response, and even different 60 

theories have been proposed [4]. 61 

 The investigation of the deformation characteristics of CM walls is another topic to address in order 62 

to define suitable backbone models for the lateral force–displacement response, towards the application 63 

of performance-based seismic design. So, the computational approach requires also to consider the 64 

yielding stage of the walls. The extraction of useful knowledge and feasible rules from the computations 65 

is another challenge to face, since it requires the derivation of comprehensive analytical formulations 66 

from raw numerical results, and further satisfying the compromise of proposing easy-to-use methods to 67 

include in design codes. To this end, the proposed analytical rules should preferably be based on 68 

mechanical models rather than empirical formulas. 69 

 The first purpose of this work is to idealize and perform a parametric study of CM walls subjected 70 

to lateral in-plane loading, through finite element modelling and pushover analysis, including calibration 71 

of the computational approach against the results of a benchmark experimental program. The study aims 72 

to compare the lateral in-plane behaviour of CM walls when varying different variables, namely the wall 73 
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aspect ratio, the vertical load, the tie-column cross-section and the amount of longitudinal reinforcement 74 

in tie-columns. Then, it will be possible to assess the effect of each variable on the lateral in-plane 75 

response of the walls, in terms of stiffness, resistance, strain and stress patterns, and drift capacity. 76 

Finally, a formulation for the lateral resistance, charts to estimate the drift ratio, as well as backbone 77 

models for the force–drift response of CM walls, are proposed based on the obtained numerical results. 78 

 79 

2. Background studies 80 

Most of studies on CM are based on experimental testing of walls subjected to lateral in-plane loading. 81 

A review on the structural behaviour of CM walls is presented in Marques and Lourenço (2019) [4] 82 

based on a collection of results from experimental tests in the literature. Numerical modelling of CM 83 

walls is a less studied topic, although it is important, both in research to complement and extend the 84 

experimental results when the walls are subjected to different conditions, and in design to derive suitable 85 

calculation models. A parametric study through numerical simulation of CM walls was developed by 86 

Janaraj and Dhanasekar (2015) [5] in order to propose a design expression for the in-plane shear capacity 87 

of CM shear walls containing squat panels. 88 

 More recently, Tripathy and Singhal (2019) [6] performed a parametric analysis based on a large 89 

set of finite element models, intended to realize the behaviour of the masonry strut and to develop a 90 

formulation for the strut-and-tie model in CM walls. The work presented here is also based on a 91 

parametric numerical study, but it intends to go further in discussing the parameters for a lateral force–92 

displacement backbone model. In the following, a review of numerical modelling approaches for CM 93 

walls is made, and afterwards a benchmark experimental program carried out by Zabala et al. (2004) [7] 94 

is presented, whose results will be later used as reference for calibration of the numerical model. 95 

 96 

2.1 Numerical modelling approaches 97 

As pointed before, numerical simulation of CM walls is a less studied topic. There is some background 98 

on the topic of infill walls which has been adopted for the case of CM walls, e.g. Tomaževič (1999) [8]. 99 

For instance, Uva et al. (2012) [9] proposed a model for infilled frames in which the nonlinear behaviour 100 

of RC beams and columns is modelled by introducing plastic (shear and flexural) hinges at the element-101 

ends. To account for the stiffening effect of the masonry infill, multiple diagonal struts are connected 102 

among the beam-column joints. So, in this case, the interaction between the masonry panel and the 103 

confinements is simulated only at the wall corners. 104 

 The modelling of a CM wall requires however the contact between beams/columns and masonry 105 

to be simulated along the entire interface, needing the insertion of a significant number of struts. 106 

Moreover, the consideration of the masonry panel as the main resisting part of the wall requires a more 107 

complex model to simulate the developed shear mechanism. These models, illustrated in Figure 1a-b 108 

based on the damage pattern of a wall tested under lateral cyclic loading by Pari (2008) [10], are however 109 

difficult to implement computationally. Contrarily, the macro-element proposed by Caliò et al. (2012) 110 
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[11] includes a discrete modelling of the confinement-masonry interface. Beyond orthogonal and 111 

diagonal springs to respectively simulate the flexural and shear behaviours of the masonry panel, the 112 

macro-element allows to assemble beam elements (with lumped plasticity) around the border of the 113 

masonry element, through nonlinear spring interface elements, analogously to a CM wall (Fig. 1c). 114 

 Some studies can be found in the literature in which CM walls are modelled using the finite element 115 

method (FEM). Calderini et al. (2008) [12] used FEM to perform numerical analysis for a parametric 116 

study on the seismic behaviour of CM walls, with reference to an experimental test from the literature. 117 

They adopted nonlinear constitutive laws for masonry and concrete. For masonry, a constitutive model 118 

which considers both frictional and cohesive strength components of masonry, on the basis of a 119 

micromechanical approach of the composite continuum, was used. The masonry panel and concrete tie-120 

elements were modelled using 3-node plane stress elements. Steel reinforcements were simulated by 121 

means of linear truss elements. The adherence (interface) between masonry and concrete was modelled 122 

by using a joint of limited thickness between the two materials. 123 

 124 

a b 125 
c 126 

Figure 1. Models for CM walls with (a) multiple struts and (b) trusses and ties based on damage pattern 127 

of wall tested by Pari (2008) [10], and (c) assemblage of discrete springs by Caliò et al. (2012) [11] 128 

 129 

 Ranjbaran et al. (2012) [13] performed numerical analysis of CM walls to derive simple analytical 130 

formulas for seismic assessment. In this case, for modelling the masonry panels, a continuum finite 131 

element model was used in a homogenized medium, and Rankine and Hill type criteria were assumed 132 

for the inelastic behaviour in tension and compression, respectively. In these models, orthotropic 133 

behaviour was taken into account, and a combined crack-shear-crush model was used. Beam elements 134 

with moment-resisting connections were adopted to model the confining elements. For concrete of tie-135 

elements a total strain rotating crack model was used, while the longitudinal steel bars were assumed to 136 

have full bond with concrete and follow the von Mises criterion with associated perfect elastoplastic 137 

flow. For the masonry–tie-elements interaction a discrete crack model was used. Similar modelling 138 

approaches were adopted by Eshghi and Pourazin (2009) [14] and Janaraj and Dhanasekar (2014) [15]. 139 
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 A hybrid finite-discrete element approach has been implemented by Smoljanović et al. (2017) [16] 140 

for detailed micro-modelling of CM walls. In this case, the masonry is modelled as an assemblage of 141 

extended units connected with zero thickness interface elements. The extended units are discretized by 142 

means of triangular finite elements, while the potential cracks in the units are considered through contact 143 

elements between the finite element mesh and follow a combined single and smeared crack model. The 144 

concrete and reinforcing bars are assembled using triangular finite elements with elastic behaviour, but 145 

nonlinear behaviour of concrete in tension and shear is modelled using concrete contact elements, and 146 

nonlinear behaviour of steel bars after cracking of concrete is modelled using reinforcing contact 147 

elements. This modelling strategy is however difficult to implement and very computationally 148 

demanding, particularly for practical purposes. 149 

 A more simplified modelling approach was used by Medeiros et al. (2013) [17], which was adopted 150 

because of the limited data required. In that work, masonry and concrete were assumed to follow a 151 

similar material model, despite their different behaviours. An isotropic smeared crack model with fixed 152 

crack orientation and constant shear degradation was adopted for both materials in the nonlinear range. 153 

The model directly relates the principal stress with principal strain values, and the relation is established 154 

based on constitutive laws for the behaviour of the material in tension, compression and shear, before 155 

and after the appearance of cracks. In this case, no explicit interface was considered between masonry 156 

and concrete, although different tensile-strain relations were assumed for masonry and concrete in order 157 

to capture the interaction behaviour around the masonry-concrete connection. 158 

 An intermediate approach was implemented by Okail et al. (2016) [18], in whose work a Mohr-159 

Coulomb strength criterion was assumed for both concrete and masonry. In this case, the interface 160 

between the masonry panel and the concrete frame was modelled as a ‘hard contact’ for the normal 161 

direction and as frictional in the tangential direction. This last feature was also adopted by Tripathy and 162 

Singhal (2019) [6], with tie-constraints provided to model the interaction behaviour at the masonry–tie-163 

element interfaces to account for the slip phenomena. In this last work, the masonry was modelled at 164 

macroscopic level while the tie-elements and interaction properties were set at microscopic scale, and a 165 

damage plasticity-based model was adopted for the inelastic behaviour of masonry and concrete. 166 

 167 

2.2 Benchmark experimental program 168 

In this subsection, the testing program by Zabala et al. (2004) [7] is presented and the relevant results 169 

are reported, in view of the parametric study to develop through FEM simulation of the benchmark wall. 170 

They tested a set of six real scale CM walls, which were designed to be representative of three storey 171 

residential buildings constructed according to the common practice in Argentina. The walls were built 172 

using handmade solid clay bricks with dimensions of about 17.5 cm width x 26.5 cm length x 6.5 cm 173 

high, and mortar joints of around 2 cm. The confinement was provided by RC elements with a cross-174 

section of 20 cm x 20 cm through the full thickness of the wall, since the masonry panel was finished 175 

with 1 cm mortar plaster in both faces. 176 
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 The masonry was characterized through simple compression tests of brick piles and diagonal 177 

compression tests of masonry prisms, according to the Argentinean code [19], and considering three 178 

quality levels by varying the mortar mixing ratio cement:lime:sand: (1) normal strength (1:1:5), mean 179 

compressive strength of brick piles was 4.1 MPa and mean diagonal shear strength of masonry prisms 180 

was 0.22 MPa; (2) intermediate strength (1:0.5:4), mean compressive strength of brick piles was 5.0 181 

MPa and mean diagonal shear strength of masonry prisms was 0.28 MPa; (3) high strength (1:0:3), mean 182 

compressive strength of brick piles was 8.7 MPa and mean diagonal shear strength of masonry prisms 183 

was 0.31 MPa. The mortar of the tested walls, which are later used for calibration of the numerical 184 

models, was of the type with intermediate strength. The mean compressive strength of bricks was 185 

reported with a value of 8.2 MPa and the mean elastic modulus measured in the brick piles subjected to 186 

simple compression was 1600 MPa. The nominal yield strength of steel bars was 420 MPa. 187 

 The wall dimensions and the detailing of the reinforcement of tie-elements and foundation are 188 

presented in Figure 2a. It can be noted that the spacing of stirrups was reduced at the tie-element ends 189 

in order to increase the shear strength at the wall corners. Each wall was tested under lateral cyclic 190 

loading in displacement control, with the load applied by a hydraulic actuator at the wall top, where free 191 

rotation is allowed. During testing, the vertical stress was maintained constant by applying a vertical 192 

load through a steel beam by means of two vertical servo-controlled actuators. The test setup and 193 

instrumentation of the wall are presented in Figure 2b. The number of lateral cyclic loadings was 194 

established so that damage to the wall was controlled, but in most cases two loading cycles were applied. 195 

 196 

 197 

Figure 2. Benchmark wall: (a) model dimensions and reinforcement details, and (b) testing apparatus 198 

(adapted from Zabala et al. (2004) [7]) 199 

 200 

 The main characteristics of the tested walls are reported in Table 1. For a first set (Walls 1–4), the 201 

amount of longitudinal reinforcement in tie-columns and the vertical load on the wall were varied to 202 

assess their influence. In this case, none of the tested walls reached the theoretical flexural resistance, 203 
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and the final state was controlled by the shear strength of tie-columns since the diagonal cracking of the 204 

masonry panel propagated to them. For a second set (Walls 5–6), horizontal reinforcement was added 205 

in the masonry to ensure a shear resistance larger than the flexural one. Now, horizontal cracking was 206 

induced by bending, and no separation between tie-columns and masonry panel was observed. The final 207 

state was controlled again by the shear strength of tie-columns at the joints with the confinement beams. 208 

 209 

Table 1. Characteristics of the tested walls 210 

Walls Tie-column reinf. Bedjoint reinforcement Vertical load Lateral resist. Ultimate displac. 211 

1–2  410 (3.12 cm2) -     100 kN  118–93 kN 15–19 mm 212 

3–4  416 (8.05 cm2) -     200 kN  207–235 kN 20–23 mm 213 

5–6  48 (2.01 cm2)  26 @ 2 jt. (3.1 cm2/m) 100 kN  157–169 kN 40–35 mm 214 

 215 

 Indeed, for Walls 5 and 6 with bedjoint reinforcement the diagonal cracking was restrained and the 216 

failure mechanism occurred by a mixing of bending and sliding cracks at the lower part of the wall. 217 

Although the reinforcement rate in tie-columns was reduced, both the lateral force resistance and the 218 

displacement capacity of the wall were relatively increased due to the bedjoint reinforcement; see Table 219 

1. In the parametric study presented below, bedjoint reinforcement is not considered because it makes 220 

the behaviour of CM walls even more complex to be studied. Further experimental investigation of CM 221 

walls with bedjoint reinforcement can be found in the literature, e.g. da Porto et al. (2011) [20] and 222 

Gouveia and Lourenço (2007) [21]. 223 

 The force–displacement response at each loading stage and the damage progression throughout the 224 

several stages for Wall 2 are shown in Figure 3. In the first two stages, bedjoint sliding cracks appear at 225 

the lower part of the wall; at the third stage, sliding cracks are significantly developed at the masonry 226 

panel bottom, and sliding is observed in the force–displacement response; at stage 4, a diagonal crack 227 

(disposed from the bottom-left of the wall) originates at the middle of the masonry panel and propagates 228 

into the column-beam joints, and the right tie-column presents horizontal cracks, resulting in a 229 

significant stiffness degradation of the force–displacement response; at stage 5, diagonal cracking 230 

develops also from bottom-right, while the loops of the hysteretic response are very enlarged; finally, at 231 

stage 6 the previous diagonal cracks into tie-elements are significantly aggravated and the wall presents 232 

a large displacement. The asymmetric damage pattern of the wall is denoted in the hysteretic response 233 

of the wall; since the diagonal cracks cross the tie-elements from the bottom-left of the wall, the upper 234 

formed triangle tends to rock and slide in the negative direction, as denoted in the hysteretic response. 235 

 236 
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a 237 

 b 238 

Figure 3. Shear testing of Wall 2: (a) force–displacement response at each loading stage and (b) damage 239 

progression (adapted from Zabala et al. (2004) [7]) 240 

 241 

 The lateral force–displacement envelopes of the different walls are reported by Zabala et al. (2004) 242 

[7]. It was observed as there is a significant difference between them even for similar walls, due to 243 

different damage patterns driving the wall response, both in terms of lateral resistance and ultimate 244 

displacement; see Table 1. It was observed that the lateral resistance increases as the longitudinal 245 

reinforcement in tie-columns increases, while an improvement of the displacement capacity is mainly 246 

observed if bedjoint reinforcement is used. The parametric study will allow to clarify how the 247 

longitudinal reinforcement rate in tie-columns, as well as the vertical load, influence the wall response. 248 

 249 

3. Computational modelling strategy 250 

Advances have been verified in the development of numerical modelling approaches for masonry, both 251 

regarding the element discretization strategy and the material constitutive models. However, modelling 252 

the composite behaviour of CM is still a challenge, mainly because of the complex interaction at the 253 

frame-masonry interface. Moreover, a compromise is needed between the complexity of the model and 254 

its accuracy. The adopted strategy for numerical modelling of CM walls is described below, after that 255 

the calibration procedure of the models is reported. 256 

3.1 Numerical approach 257 

The computational model of the benchmark CM wall was developed in the finite element software 258 

DIANA [22], according to the geometry and mesh presented in Figure 4. The FEM models included 259 

Q8MEM four-node quadrilateral isoparametric plane stress elements to simulate the masonry and 260 

concrete sections, and L8IF (2+2 nodes) interface elements to model the frame-masonry interface. The 261 

masonry and concrete were assumed as homogenized continuum media, and a total strain crack model 262 

was adopted for them based on direct implementation of experimental observations; see Selby and 263 
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Vecchio (1993) [23]. More specifically, an isotropic smeared-crack model with rotating crack directions 264 

was adopted for both materials in the nonlinear range [22]. Indeed, the work by Rots (1988) [24] showed 265 

that for shear-dominated applications the rotating crack model results in more realistic predictions, while 266 

the fixed crack model tends to behave too stiff. The masonry and concrete were assumed to follow a 267 

similar stress-strain constitutive law, i.e. linear-exponential in tension and linear-parabolic in 268 

compression, with the compressive fracture energy Gc and the tensile fracture energy Gf
I respectively 269 

establishing the softening behaviour in compression and tension (Fig. 5a-b); see [22]. 270 

 a    b 271 

Figure 4. Computational models of the benchmark CM wall: (a) geometrical and (b) meshed 272 

 273 

   (c) 274 

Figure 5. Material behaviour in (a) tension and (b) compression, and (c) line interface model [22] 275 

 A cohesive interface model was assumed for the frame-masonry interface (Fig. 5c). In this case, a 276 

Coulomb friction model with non-associated plasticity, i.e. yielding and plastic flow are described by 277 

two different functions, was used [22]. The mechanical parameters to consider for the interface model 278 

are: the linear stiffness modulus D11, which sets the relation between the shear traction (tt) and the shear 279 

relative displacement in the element x-direction; the linear stiffness modulus D22, which sets the relation 280 

between the normal traction (tn) and the normal relative displacement in the element y-direction; the 281 

cohesion and the friction angle at the interface; the dilatancy angle that defines the plastic volumetric 282 

strain; and eventually gap formation, i.e. if tn exceeds a certain value it is immediately reduced to zero 283 

(brittle cracking). The longitudinal steel reinforcement and the stirrups were respectively modelled using 284 

embedded-bar and grid-reinforcement elements, while a rigid bond between the reinforcement and the 285 

concrete was assumed. The reinforcement was assumed to be an elastic–perfectly plastic material. 286 

 (a)      (b) 

  tn 

c tt 
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3.2 Calibrated models 287 

The material properties of the concrete and steel reinforcement were assumed in the models according 288 

to specified values in design codes corresponding to the classes of strength reported by Zabala et al. 289 

(2004) [7]. Contrarily, the material properties for the masonry and interface were adjusted (by inverse 290 

fitting, iteratively changing the unknown values of mechanical parameters within suitable ranges) so 291 

that the numerical model provides a force–displacement curve globally matching the experimental 292 

response, and providing a consistent damage pattern of the walls. This procedure was performed with 293 

reference to the couples of Walls 1–2 and 3–4, to be representative of different characteristics for the 294 

walls, i.e. longitudinal reinforcement in tie-columns and vertical load, as reported below. Note that the 295 

calibration of mechanical parameters was based on the numerical simulation of monotonic lateral (push-296 

over) loading of the benchmark CM walls, with the horizontal load applied at the tie-beam level. 297 

 The concrete of the confining elements was assumed to be of class H-17 in Argentine, with a mean 298 

compressive strength of around 20 MPa (CIRSOC-201 2005) [25]. So, for the numerical model the 299 

concrete was assumed with a compressive strength of 20 MPa, a tensile strength of 1.8 MPa and an 300 

elastic modulus of 30 GPa after correspondence of material properties in Eurocode 2 - Part 1-1 [26]. 301 

The fracture energy values were estimated based on existing codes and guidelines, e.g. fib (2013) [27]. 302 

The reinforcing steel was assumed to have a nominal yield strength of 420 MPa and an elastic modulus 303 

of 200 GPa. Any other properties needed for modelling the concrete and reinforcement were assumed 304 

according to corresponding default properties in Eurocode 2 - Part 1-1. 305 

 As reported by Zabala et al. (2004) [7], a mean masonry compressive strength of 5.0 MPa was 306 

obtained when using a mortar of the type with intermediate strength (the one used in the tested walls), 307 

from testing brick piles, while the mean elastic modulus measured in masonry prisms subjected to 308 

compression was 1600 MPa. That value of the compressive strength fm is however hardly representative 309 

of the tested walls, because: (a) the adopted running bond originates a compressive behaviour different 310 

of the one for stack bond; (b) there is uncertainty related to the quality of the masonry materials 311 

(handmade solid clay bricks are used), even because the coefficient of variation of the masonry 312 

compressive strength may be high; and (b) the failure of the tested walls is by diagonal shear, so the 313 

masonry compressive strength in the horizontal direction plays an important role, i.e. a biaxial stress 314 

state is implied, e.g. Mojsilović (2011) [28]. Since the horizontal masonry compressive strength is 315 

usually lower than the vertical one, particularly because of the lower compressive strength of the bricks 316 

in the direction of their largest dimension, due to the fabrication process, the lateral resistance of the 317 

walls is limited by that horizontal strength. So, it was estimated for the masonry, according to the 318 

isotropic strength model used, an fm which is about half of the vertical compressive strength. 319 

 Moreover, because of the low quality of the masonry and considering that in the tests the first 320 

cracks occurred at early loading stages (mostly at joint-brick interfaces), a ‘no-tension’ hypothesis was 321 

considered for the masonry, i.e. very low tensile strength (0.025 MPa) is assumed just to allow 322 

computational convergence. This low value for the masonry tensile strength was also adopted in order 323 
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to induce a significant flexural behaviour of the CM walls. Afterwards, according to this assumption 324 

and the calibrated values for the frame-masonry interface model as reported below, the best fit to the 325 

initial stiffness of the experimental response was obtained for a masonry elastic modulus of 2000 MPa, 326 

while the best match to the experimental lateral resistance was obtained for a masonry compressive 327 

strength of 2.5 MPa (as previously estimated). The compressive and tensile fracture energies were 328 

estimated based on the corresponding strengths, according to Angelillo et al. (2014) [29]. 329 

 For the frame-masonry interface friction model, the linear stiffness modulus D11 was set with a 330 

value of 240 N/mm3, while the linear stiffness modulus D22 was adjusted with a value of 400 N/mm3. A 331 

cohesion of 3 MPa and a friction angle of 27º were calibrated for the interface with reference to some 332 

works in the literature, e.g. Okail et al. (2016) [18] and Sánchez-Tizapa (2009) [30]. Dilatancy and gap 333 

formation in the interface were not considered in order to reduce the number of variables and facilitate 334 

computational convergence. The models were considered to be calibrated once a reasonably good match 335 

between the numerical and experimental responses was obtained, see Fig. 6, as well as a simulated 336 

damage pattern of the walls consistent with the experimental one, see Fig. 7. The mechanical parameters 337 

of the different materials, after calibration of the models, are reported in Table 2. 338 

 The numerical against the experimental responses of the models of Walls 1–2 (410 in tie-columns 339 

and vertical load of 100 kN) and Walls 3–4 (416 and 200 kN) are compared in Figure 6. The numerical 340 

responses present a post-peak branch markedly different from that of the experimental responses, 341 

particularly for Walls 1–2, and even the experimental post-peak behaviour is different for similar walls, 342 

because of different crack paths in the walls. The numerical damage pattern is exemplified in Figure 7, 343 

with diagonal cracking developing through the masonry panel (Fig. 7a) and then the crack penetrating 344 

the beam-column joints (Fig. 7b), as is typical in CM walls and was observed in the tests by Zabala et 345 

al. (2004) [7], see Fig. 3. In the numerical model, diagonal tensile cracks are also observed at the wall 346 

corners opposite to the main diagonal cracking. The differences between the experimental and numerical 347 

force–displacement responses may be related with the uncertainty of the material properties, the 348 

heterogeneous nature of masonry and potential for local cracking, e.g. due to defects in the masonry 349 

fabric, and the limitations of the numerical model in dealing with this kind of phenomena. 350 

 a b 351 

Figure 6. Numerical against experimental force–displacement responses for models of: (a) Walls 1–2 352 

(410 in tie-columns and vertical load of 100 kN) and (b) Walls 3–4 (416 and 200 kN) 353 
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 a     b 354 

Figure 7. Contour plots of principal strains indicating the damage pattern at maximum lateral force for 355 

model of Walls 3–4 (416 and 200 kN): (a) whole CM wall and (b) RC frame 356 

 357 

Table 2. Mechanical parameters of materials for the CM wall models 358 

         Concrete  Masonry  Steel   Interface 359 

Elastic modulus, E (MPa)    30000  2000   200000  - 360 

Compressive strength, fm (MPa)   20   2.5   -   - 361 

Compressive fracture energy, Gc (N/mm) 32   4   -   -   362 

Tensile strength, ft (MPa)    1.8   0.025  -   - 363 

Tensile fracture energy, Gf
I (N/mm)  0.5   0.025  -   - 364 

Linear stiffness modulus D11 (N/mm3)  -   -   -   240 365 

Linear stiffness modulus D22 (N/mm3)  -   -   -   400 366 

Cohesion (MPa)      -   -   -   3 367 

Friction angle (º)      -   -   -   27 368 

 369 

 It needs to be noted that although many experimental tests are available in the literature, there is 370 

no known work which includes a comprehensive reporting of all values of material parameters used in 371 

the numerical model adopted in this study. The same model was used by Sánchez-Tizapa (2009) [30], 372 

but considering different values of the material parameters according to the experimental program 373 

carried out in that study, so it also works to demonstrate the reliability of the adopted numerical model. 374 

Therefore, further research is needed, including experimental testing for a detailed characterization of 375 

the values to adopt for specific material parameters, to allow for a more comprehensive validation of the 376 

used numerical model. 377 

 378 

4. Parametric numerical study 379 

After calibration of the numerical models, a parametric analysis was performed to study the influence 380 

of different variables on the composite behaviour of CM walls. Indeed, performance-based seismic 381 

design requires the consideration of different engineering demand parameters (EDPs), namely in terms 382 
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of lateral force resistance, strain (as damage indicator) and stress patterns, and displacement capacity. 383 

By varying several influential parameters of the walls, as reported below, the values of EDPs are 384 

assessed in next subsections for different wall configurations. 385 

4.1 Range of parameters 386 

The behaviour of CM walls subjected to lateral in-plane loads is influenced by several variables, 387 

particularly the wall aspect ratio, the vertical load on the wall, the tie-column section and the longitudinal 388 

steel reinforcement in tie-columns. Here, the range of values for each of the considered parameters is 389 

defined. For the wall aspect ratio (H/L, where H and L are the wall height and length including the 390 

columns and beam depth, respectively), values of 1 and 1.5 were considered to be representative of 391 

current construction practice, and a value of 3 was considered to investigate the flexural behaviour of 392 

the walls. Values lower than 1 are possible, but in this case the failure is by diagonal shear, so a 393 

Coulomb-based formula may provide a suitable estimation of the shear resistance and can be extended 394 

to take into account the wall aspect ratio; see Marques and Lourenço (2019) [4]. 395 

 Concerning the vertical stress on the wall (σ), values of 0.167 MPa and 0.667 MPa were assumed 396 

to be representative of low-rise buildings with lightweight slabs and mid-rise buildings with heavy slabs, 397 

respectively. For the tie-column section (Tie-A), the minimum cross-section in Eurocode 6 - Part 1-1 398 

[31] was considered as lower bound, i.e. 150 mm along the face of the wall and 135 mm within the 399 

thickness of the wall (0.02 m2); further, an intermediate section was considered with 150 x 200 mm2 400 

(0.03 m2), and a upper bound of 200 x 200 m2 (0.04 m2) was considered to be representative of a higher 401 

flexural stiffness of the frame. Concerning the longitudinal steel reinforcement in tie-columns (As; a 402 

normalized reinforcement rate %As is also defined as As/Ac, where Ac is the tie-column cross-section), 403 

the minimum in Eurocode 6 - Part 1-1 was considered as lower bound, i.e. 48 (201 mm2), and a upper 404 

bound of 412 (452 mm2) was assumed (steel yield strength is 420 MPa). A total of 36 wall 405 

configurations were considered, according to the schematization presented in Figure 8. 406 

 407 

Figure 8. Schematization of the considered wall configurations 408 

 409 

4.2 Pushover analysis and EDPs 410 

The different wall configurations as described in the previous subsection were simulated under 411 

incremental lateral loading, i.e. using nonlinear static (pushover) analysis. The boundary and loading 412 

conditions of the walls were similar to the ones of the benchmark wall presented in Section 2.2, i.e. fixed 413 
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at the base and free to rotate at the top, subjected to a constant vertical stress and with the horizontal 414 

load applied at the tie-beam level. The regular Newton-Raphson method with an error tolerance of 10-3 415 

according to an energy convergence criterion was adopted for the solver in DIANA [22]. The results 416 

were processed in order to plot the lateral force (sum of lateral reactions at the wall base) against the 417 

lateral displacement of the wall at the tie-beam level, i.e. the lateral force–displacement response 418 

(pushover curve). The pushover curves for all CM wall configurations considered in the parametric 419 

study are presented in Figure 9. 420 

 421 

Figure 9. Pushover curves for all wall configurations 422 

 423 

 Although a wide range of wall responses is observed in Figure 9, in terms of initial stiffness, lateral 424 

resistance and displacement capacity, some trends can be identified. The ultimate displacement, 425 

although it may to some extent be influenced by computational convergence issues, decreases as the 426 

initial stiffness and the lateral resistance of the walls increase, which is mainly the case of square walls. 427 

Contrarily, for slender walls, although the values of lateral resistance are low, a large displacement 428 

capacity is observed. 429 

The pushover curves denote that convergence was not reached for all walls up to a condition 430 

representative of the ultimate state of each wall (usually defined for a displacement corresponding to a 431 

decay of 20% in the maximum lateral force). Furthermore, considering the possible limitations of the 432 
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used modelling approach in accurately simulating the wall response in displacement, hereafter, for 433 

comparison purposes and derivation of predictive models only the response branch up to the peak point 434 

is considered. The lateral force at this point (i.e. the lateral resistance), Fmax, and the corresponding 435 

displacement, dmax, are reported in Table 3 for all walls. 436 

 437 

Table 3. Characteristics of the wall configurations and values of the peak point on the pushover curves 438 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 439 

# L (m) H/L Tie-A (mm2) l (m)  σ (MPa) As  %As  Fmax (kN)  dmax (mm) 440 

1 3  1 200 x 200  2.6  0.167 48  0.50  114.34  18.6 441 

2           412 1.13  148.17  21.6 442 

3         0.667 48  0.50  210.70  11.8 443 

4           412 1.13  238.82  12.4 444 

5    150 x 200  2.7  0.167 48  0.67  110.90  17.2 445 

6           412 1.51  142.46  21.1 446 

7         0.667 48  0.67  216.26  13.3 447 

8           412 1.51  231.06  12.0 448 

9    150 x 135  2.7  0.167 48  0.99  110.31  21.0 449 

10           412 2.23  137.73  21.1 450 

11         0.667 48  0.99  217.39  18.4 451 

12           412 2.23  221.65  12.7 452 

13 2  1.5 200 x 200  1.6  0.167 48  0.50  67.50  21.0 453 

14           412 1.13  88.07  22.5 454 

15         0.667 48  0.50  97.48  11.6 455 

16           412 1.13  106.65  13.7 456 

17    150 x 200  1.7  0.167 48  0.67  60.67  17.9 457 

18           412 1.51  77.49  19.4 458 

19         0.667 48  0.67  112.31  18.9 459 

20           412 1.51  128.16  16.2 460 

21    150 x 135  1.7  0.167 48  0.99  55.31  21.5 461 

22           412 2.23  73.90  20.4 462 

23         0.667 48  0.99  107.65  19.0 463 

24           412 2.23  119.92  15.5 464 

25 1  3 200 x 200  0.6  0.167 48  0.50  23.06  16.3 465 

26           412 1.13  35.77  24.3 466 

27         0.667 48  0.50  28.85  21.3 467 

28           412 1.13  41.47  27.0 468 

29    150 x 200  0.7  0.167 48  0.67  20.76  18.3 469 

30           412 1.51  23.39  15.1 470 

31         0.667 48  0.67  24.56  25.2 471 

32           412 1.51  33.59  33.3 472 

33    150 x 135  0.7  0.167 48  0.99  20.20  42.1 473 

34           412 2.23  29.26  34.2 474 

35         0.667 48  0.99  22.01  28.7 475 

36           412 2.23  30.50  39.1 476 

 477 
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4.2.1 Lateral resistance 478 

A comprehensive comparison of results is difficult to do only with reference to Figure 9 and to the 479 

values listed in Table 3. So, since from Figure 9 it seems to exist a segmentation of the capacity curves 480 

in terms of the initial stiffness of the CM walls, a division is made in six groups of walls. The pushover 481 

curves for each group of walls are presented in Figure 10. The several groups are listed in Table 4, 482 

where, beyond the parameters of each wall, a comparison is made in terms of the maximum lateral force, 483 

Fmax, and the improvement factor for each wall in terms of Fmax, IFmax, within each group relatively to 484 

an adopted reference wall (R). The (R) sample is the one that, within each group, has the lowest rate of 485 

longitudinal steel in tie-columns, i.e. largest cross-sectional area of tie-column and lowest area of steel 486 

reinforcement. The groups are established mainly in terms of σ for walls with H/L up to 1.5, while for 487 

the more slender walls (H/L = 3) the groups are defined in terms of Tie-A. 488 

a   b 489 

c   d 490 

e   f 491 

Figure 10. Pushover curves of walls with: (a) H/L = 1, σ = 0.667 MPa (Group 1); (b) H/L = 1, σ = 0.167 492 
MPa (Group 2); (c) H/L = 1.5, σ = 0.667 MPa (Group 3); (d) H/L = 1.5, σ = 0.167 MPa (Group 4); (e) 493 
H/L = 3, Tie-A = 200 x 200 mm2 (Group 5); (f) H/L = 3, Tie-A = 150 x 135 to 150 x 200 mm2 (Group 6) 494 
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Table 4. Characteristics and lateral resistance of wall configurations within the identified groups 495 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 496 
#  L (m) H/L Tie-A (mm2) l (m)  σ (MPa) As  %As  Fmax (kN)  IFmax 497 
Group 1 498 

3(R)  3  1 200 x 200  2.6  0.667 48  0.50  210.70  1.000 499 
4            412 1.13  238.82  1.133 500 
7     150 x 200  2.7    48  0.67  216.26  1.026 501 
8            412 1.51  231.06  1.097 502 
11     150 x 135  2.7    48  0.99  217.39  1.032 503 
12            412 2.23  221.65  1.052 504 
Group 2 505 

1(R)  3  1 200 x 200  2.6  0.167 48  0.50  114.34  1.000 506 
2            412 1.13  148.17  1.296 507 
5     150 x 200  2.7    48  0.67  110.90  0.970 508 
6            412 1.51  142.46  1.246 509 
9     150 x 135  2.7    48  0.99  110.31  0.965 510 
10            412 2.23  137.73  1.205 511 
Group 3 512 

15(R) 2  1.5 200 x 200  1.6  0.667 48  0.50  97.48  1.000 513 
16            412 1.13  106.65  1.094 514 
19     150 x 200  1.7    48  0.67  112.31  1.152 515 
20            412 1.51  128.16  1.315 516 
23     150 x 135  1.7    48  0.99  107.65  1.104 517 
24            412 2.23  119.92  1.230 518 
Group 4 519 

13(R) 2  1.5 200 x 200  1.6  0.167 48  0.50  67.50  1.000 520 
14            412 1.13  88.07  1.305 521 
17     150 x 200  1.7    48  0.67  60.67  0.899 522 
18            412 1.51  77.49  1.148 523 
21     150 x 135  1.7    48  0.99  55.31  0.819 524 
22            412 2.23  73.90  1.095 525 
Group 5 526 

25(R) 1  3 200 x 200  0.6  0.167 48  0.50  23.06  1.000 527 
26            412 1.13  35.77  1.551 528 
27          0.667 48  0.50  28.85  1.251 529 
28            412 1.13  41.47  1.799 530 
Group 6 531 

29(R) 1  3 150 x 200  0.7  0.167 48  0.67  20.76  1.000 532 
30            412 1.51  23.39  1.127 533 
31          0.667 48  0.67  24.56  1.183 534 
32            412 1.51  33.59  1.618 535 
33     150 x 135  0.7  0.167 48  0.99  20.20  0.973 536 
34            412 2.23  29.26  1.409 537 
35          0.667 48  0.99  22.01  1.061 538 
36            412 2.23  30.50  1.469 539 

 The walls in Group 1 have the largest values of Fmax (210 to 239 kN) although the drop of lateral 540 

force occurs for a reduced displacement (15–20 mm). Contrarily, the walls in Group 6 present the lowest 541 

values of Fmax (20–34 kN); furthermore, at about half of the resistance (for around 15–20 mm) there is 542 

a small force drop (15–18 %), after that the lateral force increases up to Fmax (with dmax around 25–40 543 
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mm). For the remaining groups, the values of Fmax and ultimate displacement are in between the intervals 544 

observed for Groups 1 and 6, and their capacity curves present a growing branch up to Fmax, with the 545 

exception of Group 2 which presents a small force drop after Fmax is reached (10–20 %). 546 

 From Table 4, it is observed that in Group 1 (with σ = 0.667 MPa) there is no apparent advantage 547 

in have larger Tie-A, since IFmax is always larger than 1 and even may increase if Tie-A is lower, although 548 

the increase of %As is more effective in increasing IFmax if Tie-A is larger. The contrary occurs for Group 549 

2 (with σ = 0.167 MPa), since IFmax decreases if Tie-A is lower, while the increase of %As is also in this 550 

case more effective if Tie-A is larger. In Group 3 (with σ = 0.667 MPa) there is no apparent advantage 551 

in have Tie-A larger than 150 x 200 mm2, and the increase of %As is more effective in increasing IFmax 552 

if Tie-A is lower. In Group 4 (with σ = 0.167 MPa), the lower σ makes IFmax to be lower than 1 for walls 553 

with smaller values of Tie-A and %As. For Groups 5 and 6 (with both σ values) it is observed that, in 554 

general, the increase of Tie-A and particularly %As allows to increase IFmax, and also to some extent the 555 

displacement capacity. Summarily, for square walls subjected to high σ there is no advantage in 556 

increasing Tie-A, unless As is increased; for square walls subjected to low σ the increase of Tie-A allows 557 

increasing of Fmax; for walls with H/L = 3 the increase of Tie-A and As allows an even better enhancement 558 

of Fmax; and for walls with H/L = 1.5, an intermediate situation is observed depending on the σ value. 559 

 Aiming at a better comparison of the response of the walls up to the peak point, the pushover curves 560 

up to Fmax (normalized to 1) are presented in Figure 11; the relative displacement over the wall height 561 

(drift) is given in the horizontal scale. Among the different walls, Fmax is reached for a very wide interval 562 

of lateral displacement (0.4–1.4 % drift), meaning that the walls develop their resistance for different 563 

displacement levels. Walls with larger initial stiffness reach in general Fmax for a smaller drift. 564 

Furthermore, scatter plots of Fmax versus H/L and Fmax versus Tie-A are presented in Figure 12. H/L has 565 

a large influence on Fmax and, for any H/L ratio, the lowest force values occur for σ-As combination 566 

‘0.167 MPa-48’ while the largest ones occur for ‘0.667 MPa-412’ (Fig. 12a). Tie-A has a less evident 567 

influence on Fmax because of the associated effect of σ and As, but a general trend of increasing Fmax with 568 

Tie-A is observed in Figure 12b, with the exception of the values for combination ‘0.667 MPa-48’. 569 

 570 
Figure 11. Pushover curves of the walls up to the normalized maximum lateral force 571 
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a572 

b 573 

Figure 12. Scatter plots of lateral resistance vs. (a) H/L ratio and (b) Tie-A area 574 

 575 

4.2.2 Strain and stress patterns 576 

A damage pattern by diagonal cracking is apparently observed for all CM walls, based on the contour 577 

plots of principal strains presented in Figure 13. However, as H/L increases the cracking is more diffused 578 

through the height of the wall because of the formation of vertical cracks due to bending. This failure 579 

mechanism with combined diagonal and vertical cracks is also evidenced from the experimental work 580 

by Varela-Rivera et al. (2019) [3] and from the numerical work by Tripathy and Singhal (2019) [6]. In 581 

the performed numerical simulations, yielding of longitudinal steel reinforcement in tie-columns was in 582 

general not reached, contrarily to what was experimentally observed by Varela-Rivera et al. (2019) [3]. 583 

Tripathy and Singhal (2019) [6], based on their numerical work, conclude that for CM walls with a 584 

higher amount of reinforcement, yielding of steel may not occur even after the wall failure. 585 

 Indeed, the efficiency of the steel reinforcement may depend on the particular characteristics of the 586 

CM wall. In the performed simulations, for the longitudinal reinforcement in tie-columns, the reached 587 

stress (σs) to yielding stress (fy) ratio, R = σs/fy, decreases as H/L increases, and particularly if As is higher; 588 

e.g. for Wall #9 (H/L = 1, As = 48): R = 1.0, Wall #10 (H/L = 1, As = 412): R = 0.8, Wall #21  (H/L = 589 

1.5, As = 48): R = 0.62, Wall #22 (H/L = 1.5, As = 412): R = 0.44, Wall #33 (H/L = 3, As = 48): R = 590 

0.48, Wall #34 (H/L = 3, As = 412): R = 0.32. The R ratio can be understood as an efficiency factor of 591 

the longitudinal reinforcement in tie-columns. It is further addressed later in this work, in a proposal for 592 

the flexural resistance of CM walls. 593 
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 a  b  c 595 

Figure 13. Numerical crack pattern at Fmax of CM walls with H/L: (a) 1, (b) 1.5 and (c) 3; σ = 0.167 MPa 596 

 597 

 A CM wall presents a combined shear-flexural mechanism in which the extent of each behavioural 598 

component (shear and flexure) depends on the wall characteristics, like H/L, σ, Tie-A, As and also the 599 

frame-masonry connection. Under the combined mechanism, even if the masonry panel is damaged 600 

there is a fraction of the panel that remains elastic and reacts against the wall base, similarly to what is 601 

proposed by Tomaževič and Klemenc (1997) [32]; see vertical stress plots in Fig. 14 and stress diagrams 602 

in Fig. 15. The plots in Figure 14 allow to observe the path and distribution of vertical stresses on the 603 

masonry panels of walls with different H/L values. For all walls, vertical compressive stresses tend to 604 

distribute within strips adjacent to the loaded diagonal of the masonry panel. In the walls with H/L up 605 

to 1.5, concentration of high stresses is observed in the compressed lower corner of the masonry panel. 606 

For the more slender wall, compressive stress sub-vertical strips also develop around the panel diagonal. 607 

Moreover, the vertical compressive stresses are well distributed at the masonry panel top, while the 608 

masonry panel is only partially compressed at the base. 609 

 610 

 a   b   c 611 

Figure 14. Vertical stresses on the masonry panel at Fmax for walls with H/L: (a) 1, (b) 1.5 and (c) 3; 612 

σ = 0.167 MPa 613 

 614 

 The vertical stress profiles at the base of the masonry panel of the different walls are presented in 615 

Figure 15. It is observed that the compressed length of the panel base depends on the H/L and σ values; 616 

while the compressed length increases with increasing H/L, it seems to reduce with increasing σ. The 617 

graphs in Figure 15 denote that the distribution of stresses at the wall base can be approached as a 618 
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triangular diagram of stresses, similarly to what is proposed by Tomaževič and Klemenc (1997) [32], 619 

see Fig. 16a. However, it is observed in Figure 15 that the compressive stress at the right edge of the 620 

masonry panel is restrained by the tie-element connection, comparatively to the maximum compressive 621 

stress which occurs at a section that is slightly inside the cross-section of the masonry panel, at the right 622 

end. In any case, based on the extracted results, the relative compressed length of the masonry panel, lc, 623 

can be related with H/L as presented in Figure 16b, where formulas to calculate lc are also provided as 624 

the best fit according to a linear regression by least squares. For a given σ, lc increases with H/L, while 625 

for an σ of 0.667 MPa a linear relation between lc and H/L is observed. 626 

 627 

 628 

 629 
  a         b       c 630 

Figure 15. Stresses at the base of the masonry panel at Fmax for walls with H/L: (a) 1, (b) 1.5 and (c) 3 631 

 632 

a  b 633 

Figure 16. Compressive stress diagrams for CM wall: (a) interaction stresses around masonry panel 634 

(from Tomaževič and Klemenc (1997) [32]) and (b) relationships between lc and H/L 635 

 636 

4.2.3 Displacement capacity 637 

In modern design codes the displacement capacity is adopted as the basis of performance-based seismic 638 

assessment, since the response in displacement allows to directly assess the inelastic capacity of a given 639 

structure, e.g. through a ductility measure, which is not possible with considering only the lateral 640 
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resistance; see Priestley et al. (2007) [33]. Such an approach is mainly applicable to structures with 641 

integral behaviour, i.e. all structural elements contribute to the lateral resistance up to a controlled 642 

damage level and allowing load redistribution between them. In the case of CM walls, the masonry panel 643 

presents a composite behaviour with the tie-elements up to a significant displacement level, even after 644 

the decay of the frame-masonry connection. 645 

 Here, because of the complexity and uncertainty in defining the displacement at which that decay 646 

occurs with an important loss of lateral resistance, the displacement at the peak force, dmax, is taken as a 647 

representative measure to consider in a backbone model of the lateral force–displacement response. The 648 

post-peak branch can then be defined with basis on rules derived from experimental results in the 649 

literature. The sensitivity of dmax to the H/L and Tie-A values is denoted in the scatter plots in Figure 17. 650 

It seems to exist an increasing trend for dmax as H/L increases, mainly if σ = 0.667 MPa and As is 412, 651 

and it also looks that dmax decreases as Tie-A increases, mainly if σ = 0.667 MPa and As is 48. Although 652 

the similar plots in terms of ultimate displacement are not presented here, since it was not possible to 653 

obtain it for given walls due to convergence loss, the trends were similar but with much more scatter. 654 

The relationship between dmax and the ultimate displacement will be addressed in the next section. 655 

 656 

a657 

b 658 

Figure 17. Scatter plots of displacement at peak force vs. (a) H/L ratio and (b) Tie-A area 659 

 660 

5. Predictive analytical models 661 

This section is intended to propose suitable analytical models to predict the lateral force–displacement 662 

response of CM walls. The formulas proposed in the literature for estimation of the force resistance and 663 

displacement capacity of CM walls subjected to lateral in-plane loading are mostly applicable to squat 664 
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walls, whose response is governed by a shear failure mechanism. A review of such formulas can be 665 

found in Marques and Lourenço (2013) [34] and Riahi et al. (2009) [35]. However, a flexural failure or 666 

even a mixed shear-flexural failure are also possible mechanisms, so suitable analytical models to 667 

describe them are needed. In the following, new proposals for estimation of both the force resistance 668 

and displacement capacity of CM walls subjected to lateral in-plane loading, as well as a discussion and 669 

proposal of suitable lateral force–displacement backbone models, are presented. 670 

 671 

5.1 Lateral resistance 672 

The lateral resistance of a CM wall is here defined as the maximum lateral force that it can withstand. 673 

This load depends on the type of failure mechanism of the wall, which typically can be through diagonal 674 

shear, flexural failure, sliding shear or a combination of them. The activation of a given mechanism 675 

depends on the characteristics of both the masonry panel and tie-elements, as well as of its connection. 676 

In the case of squat walls, the diagonal shear mechanism may be determinant and the shear resistance 677 

can be calculated using a Coulomb-based formula for ease of use, like in Equation (1). 678 

 679 

Vs = (fvk0 + 0.4 σd) Aw               (1) 680 

where 681 

fvk0 is the characteristic initial shear strength of masonry, under zero compressive stress; 682 

σd is the design compressive stress on the wall, at the level under consideration; 683 

Aw is the gross cross-sectional area of the wall, including the tie-columns. 684 

 685 

 For slender walls (H/L ≥ 1.5), a flexural or even combined shear-flexural mechanism is expected 686 

to occur. The theoretical flexural resistance of reinforced masonry (RM) walls is given by Equation (2), 687 

based on the equilibrium of forces on the wall section (considering steel yielding). However, according 688 

to the simulations performed here and experimental evidence reported before, yielding of longitudinal 689 

reinforcement in tie-columns is in general not reached, so the lateral resistance is overestimated when 690 

using Equation (2). For a better estimate, a formulation can be derived by assuming the entire wall 691 

section made of a same material, and a rectangular compressive stress block based on the design strength 692 

of masonry or concrete, whichever is the lesser, as given by Equations (3–4); see Fig. 18. A factor may 693 

be further included in the formulation to take into account the efficiency of the reinforcement in tie-694 

columns, as given in Equations (5–6), i.e. the yield force of reinforcement is multiplied by the square 695 

root of (H/L)-1. A comparison of estimates of the lateral resistance of CM walls from different analytical 696 

approaches against the predicted resistances from the numerical simulations is made in Figure 19. 697 

 698 

𝑀Rd,RM = 𝐴s 𝑓yd 𝑧 +
𝜎d𝑡𝐿2

2
(1 −

𝜎d

𝑓d
) = 𝐴s 𝑓yd 𝑧 + 𝑁Ed (

𝐿

2
− 0.5

𝜎d𝐿

𝑓d
)      (2) 699 

where 700 
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As is the area of vertical reinforcement, symmetrically placed at both ends; 701 

fyd is the design yield strength of reinforcement; 702 

z is the distance between the centroids of reinforcement at the ends; 703 

NEd is the design value of the vertical load; 704 

t is the thickness of the wall; 705 

L is the length of the wall; 706 

fd is the design compressive strength of masonry or concrete, whichever is the lesser. 707 

 708 

𝑀Rd,CM = 𝐴s 𝑓yd (𝑑 − 0.4𝑥) + 𝑁Ed  (
𝐿

2
− 0.4𝑥)          (3) 709 

𝑁Ed = 𝐹c − 𝐹s        𝑥 =
𝑁Ed+𝐴s 𝑓yd

0.8ηf𝑓d 𝑡
            (4) 710 

where 711 

d is the effective depth of the wall cross-section; 712 

x is the depth to the neutral axis of the wall section; 713 

Fc is the resultant of compressive stresses in the wall section;  714 

Fs is the tensile force of tensioned reinforcement at yielding; 715 

ηf is the factor defining the equivalent rectangular stress block, assumed equal to 0.85. 716 

 717 

 718 

Figure 18. Stress and strain distributions assumed on the section of a CM wall in bending 719 

 720 

𝑀Rd,CM = 𝐴s 𝑓yd √𝐿/𝐻 (𝑑 − 0.4𝑥 ) + 𝑁Ed  (
𝐿

2
− 0.4𝑥)        (5) 721 

𝑁Ed = 𝐹c − 𝐹s        𝑥 =
𝑁Ed+𝐴s 𝑓yd √𝐿/𝐻

0.8ηf𝑓d 𝑡
           (6) 722 

where H is the height of the wall. 723 
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a       b 725 

c       d 726 

Figure 19. Analytical vs. numerical predictions of the lateral resistance according to (a) shear Eq. (1) 727 

and (b) flexural Eq. (2) (only for walls with As = 48), and (c) min. (shear Eq. (1), flexural Eq. (3)) and 728 

(d) min. (shear Eq. (1), modified flexural Eq. (5)) for all walls 729 

 730 

 It is observed in Figure 19a that when using the typical formula to calculate the shear resistance of 731 

URM walls (Eq. (1)), the deviation from the numerical predictions increases as H/L is larger. If the 732 

flexural formula for RM walls (Eq. (2)) is used, a similar trend is verified in Figure 19b, but with much 733 

lower deviation from the numerical predictions, meaning that the flexural strength mechanism may be 734 

determinant for the response of slender walls. Indeed, the lateral resistance should be obtained from 735 

calculating both the shear and flexural strength domains, and the lower of them determines the failure 736 

mechanism of the wall and the associated resistance. 737 

 This last procedure allows a better match between analytical and numerical predictions (Fig. 19c); 738 

Equation (3) is used in this case instead of Equation (2) because it provides an overall better estimate of 739 

the flexural resistance. However, the best match is obtained when, beyond the consideration of both the 740 

shear and flexural strength domains, the formula proposed in Equation (5) for the flexural resistance is 741 

used (Fig. 19d). In this case, for any of the H/L values a relatively good approximation of the analytical 742 

results to the numerical ones is obtained, although the coefficient of determination (R2) for the set of 743 
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more slender walls is below 0.6. For these walls, a mixed shear-flexural failure mechanism may occur, 744 

most likely requiring a new formulation to consider it, to be addressed in future studies. 745 

 746 

5.2 Displacement capacity 747 

With the raising awareness of sustainable design, displacement-based methods are increasingly used for 748 

structural design of buildings, allowing to exploit most of the materials strength and inelastic capacity 749 

of structural members. Although many research works, both experimental and theoretical, have been 750 

carried out on the in-plane response of masonry walls, these studies have mainly focused on the force 751 

characteristics of the walls. Only recently are the displacement characteristics of the in-plane response 752 

of masonry walls attracting the attention of researchers. Indeed, the deformation capacity is a key 753 

parameter in seismic design and assessment of masonry structures. The current state of knowledge of 754 

the deformation capacity of structural masonry is limited, since it is a very complex parameter which is 755 

influenced not only by the failure mechanism, but by many other factors such as the constituent 756 

materials, geometry, pre-compression level, etc. 757 

 A few studies for formulation of the displacement capacity of URM walls have been developed, 758 

e.g. Petry and Beyer (2015) [36]. The displacement of CM walls is an even more complex topic, since 759 

it involves a multipart interaction between the masonry panel and the tie-elements through a common 760 

interface. Currently, it is hardly possible to take into account all factors influencing the deformation 761 

capacity of CM walls due to inhomogeneous experimental data and a lack of reliable mechanical models. 762 

Several authors, i.e. Yekrangnia et al. (2017) [37], Ranjbaran et al. (2012) [13] and Riahi et al. (2009) 763 

[35], have proposed different formulas to estimate the displacement capacity of CM walls, which are 764 

however difficult to generalize to all wall configurations. Indeed, the formulas proposed by Yekrangnia 765 

et al. (2017) [37] and Riahi et al. (2009) [35] are only applicable to shear-dominated walls and the ones 766 

proposed by Ranjbaran et al. (2012) [13] have been adjusted with a limited amount of data. 767 

 In the following, based on the numerical results for the considered range of wall configurations, in 768 

particular by varying H/L, charts for estimation of the drift at the peak force of CM walls, max, are 769 

proposed, similarly to the idea by Turgay et al. (2014) [38] for RC frames with masonry infill walls. 770 

After filtering the plots of the relation between max and H/L for identified walls, two independent charts 771 

are proposed for CM walls subjected to normalized vertical stress (σ/fm) values of 0.267 and 0.067, 772 

respectively in Figures 20 and 21, with a separation also made in terms of reinforcement rate ranges (i.e. 773 

%As intervals of 0.5–1.0 % and 1.1–2.2 %). The proposed limits of max as a function of H/L are the 774 

lower bound of the relations for the corresponding wall configurations. Thus, after max is defined, the 775 

ultimate drift, ult, can be estimated by assuming a value for the ult/max ratio, as it will be discussed 776 

later. 777 

 778 
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 779 

Figure 20. Charts for estimation of max for CM walls with a normalized vertical stress σ/fm = 0.267 780 

 781 

 782 

Figure 21. Charts for estimation of max for CM walls with a normalized vertical stress σ/fm = 0.067 783 

 784 

5.3 Force–displacement backbone model 785 

Proposing models for the lateral force–displacement response of CM walls is a step ahead of the simple 786 

proposal of formulas for the lateral resistance of the walls. In this regard, a first backbone model to 787 

describe the shear failure behaviour of CM walls was proposed by Flores and Alcocer (1996) [39], in 788 

which the drift limits were fixed values. Later, Riahi et al. (2009) [35] proposed empirical formulas for 789 

both the shear force and displacement characteristics of CM walls to estimate the lateral response 790 

according to a trilinear force–displacement backbone model. This last model is applicable to squat CM 791 

walls failing by shear, whose behaviour is as described below. 792 

 The masonry panel and tie-elements work monolithically, and the wall response is linear elastic at 793 

the early stages of loading. Then, the formation of inclined cracks and its progression towards the tie-794 

columns reduce the stiffness of the masonry panel. According to Riahi et al. (2009) [35], the stage at 795 
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which the first significant diagonal cracking occurs is accompanied by approximately 40% reduction of 796 

the panel stiffness (defined as cracking point (cr, Fcr)). After that, the diagonal cracking is extended to 797 

the tie-elements and the response is further governed by the behaviour of tie-columns, namely due to 798 

dowel action of longitudinal reinforcement (maximum point (max, Fmax)). Finally, strength and stiffness 799 

degradation occurs due to concrete and masonry crushing, as well as buckling of longitudinal 800 

reinforcement in tie-columns, up to the ultimate condition of the wall (ultimate point (ult, Fult)). 801 

 A backbone model with four branches, associated to a very particular shear failure mechanism, has 802 

been proposed by Ranjbaran et al. (2012) [13]. Nevertheless, the trilinear model is well accepted in the 803 

literature, so it is the one adopted in this work for the shear-dominated failure mechanism. Some authors 804 

have proposed changes to the model by Flores and Alcocer (1996) [39], like in Riahi et al. (2009) [35]. 805 

In this last study, the following force and drift ratios are proposed: Fult/Fmax = 0.8 and max/ult = 0.65. A 806 

review from the literature of different values for these and similar ratios are listed in Table 5. The 807 

adoption of different values for the ratios is related with local variability of test results due to different 808 

materials and configurations used for the CM walls, leading to different proportions in the behavioural 809 

stages. A more complex formulation of force and drift ratios depending on particular events that drive 810 

the failure mechanism are proposed by Yekrangnia (2017) [37]. 811 

 A CM wall failing by flexure presents a different behaviour, see Varela-Rivera et al. (2019) [3]. In 812 

this case, damage starts with horizontal flexural cracks at the bottom part of tie-columns. After, yielding 813 

of the longitudinal reinforcement at the bottom end of the tensioned tie-column is reached. Then, as the 814 

drift increases, horizontal flexural cracks propagate into the masonry panel and new flexural cracks 815 

appear along the height of the tie-columns. This is a much more ductile mechanism, as is evident from 816 

the experimental results by Varela-Rivera (2019) [3] and da Porto et al. (2011) [20], and also from the 817 

numerical simulations performed in this work. So, a backbone model ending with a horizontal plastic 818 

branch and allowing for a larger ultimate drift (e.g. 1% as proposed by Varela-Rivera (2019) [3]), may 819 

be more suitable and will be adopted in this work for the flexural-dominated failure mechanism. 820 

  There is no study in the literature that explicitly considers different backbone models for the shear 821 

and flexural responses of CM walls. An experimental work was developed by Pérez-Gavilán et al. 822 

(2015) [2] to assess the response of CM walls with varying H/L, in order to characterize the stiffness, 823 

strength and displacement characteristics of the walls. In turn, a parametric analytical study of CM walls 824 

by varying H/L, the compressive strength of masonry and the vertical stress on the wall, was performed 825 

by Erberik et al. (2019) [40]. This last work was based on applying analytical models to support a 826 

methodology for seismic performance assessment of CM structures, from the definition of backbone 827 

response curves for walls to the parametric assessment of entire buildings. The current work is in the 828 

same line, despite it is further based on numerical simulation of CM walls. 829 

 From the performed simulations and taken into account the existing studies, a trilinear backbone 830 

model is here proposed for both the shear and flexural -dominated responses of CM walls. The assumed 831 
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force and drift ratios are indicated in Table 5 and the proposed models are exemplified in Figure 22, 832 

after correspondence with the pushover curves of given walls among the studied configurations, which 833 

are representative of different behavioural proportions. The cracking point is defined to match the 834 

numerical capacity curves, with a drift between 0.1 and 0.2 %, and for a lateral force between 50 and 70 835 

% of Fmax; the ratio Fcr/Fmax may be defined as a function of H/L. The ultimate displacement ult is in 836 

any case estimated by dividing the drift at the peak force max by 0.6. The response of Wall #14 is a 837 

midterm between the responses for a shear failure and for a flexural one, like for a combined mechanism, 838 

mainly due to the medium reinforcement rate that it presents. The proposed models may in the future be 839 

additionally validated against experimental tests of similar walls. 840 

 841 

Table 5. Force and drift ratios according to different backbone models 842 

Mechanism / Work  Fmax/ Fcr Fcr/Fmax Fult/Fcr Fult/Fmax  δmax   δult  δmax/δult 843 

Shear / 844 

Flores and Alcocer [39] 1.25  -  1.12  0.9   0.003  0.005 0.6 845 

Riahi et al. [35]  -  -  -  0.8   *   *  0.65 846 

Erberik et al. [40]  -  0.7  -  0.8   *   *  - 847 

Proposed    -  0.7  -  0.8   f(σ, As, H/L) -  0.6 848 

Flexure / 849 

Varela-Rivera et al. [3] §  §  §  §   §   0.01  - 850 

Proposed    -  f(H/L) -  1.0   f(σ, As, H/L) -  0.6 851 

* The ratio is calculated using a formula given in the associated reference work 852 
§ A bilinear equivalent model is assumed based on equating the areas under the envelope and bilinear curves 853 
f(variables) means that the ratio is defined depending on the indicated variables 854 

 855 

 856 

Figure 22. Proposed backbone models after correspondence with pushover curves of given walls 857 
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6. Conclusions 859 

The derivation of comprehensive analytical models from numerical simulation results, satisfying the 860 

compromise of proposing easy-to-use methods for design, is a major challenge in engineering practice. 861 

In this paper, a parametric numerical study of CM walls subjected to lateral in-plane loading and the 862 

subsequent proposal of analytical models to characterize the force–displacement response of the walls 863 

are presented, towards the definition of backbone models to use in performance-based design. For this 864 

purpose, numerical modelling of CM walls has been addressed and a finite element model of a 865 

benchmark wall, whose results of testing under lateral in-plane cyclic loading are reported in literature, 866 

was developed, including calibration of the mechanical properties of the masonry, RC elements and 867 

frame-masonry interface. 868 

 From those benchmark experimental tests, it is concluded that the behaviour of CM walls subjected 869 

to lateral in-plane loading involves a multipart interaction between the masonry panel and the tie-870 

elements, with both shear and flexural behavioural components. The proportions of these components 871 

depend, beyond the material properties, on characteristics like the wall aspect ratio, RC tie-column 872 

section and vertical load. Thus, the variation of such characteristics was considered in this work through 873 

combination of three values of the wall aspect ratio H/L (1, 1.5, 3), three tie-column sections Tie-A (200 874 

x 200 mm2, 150 x 200 mm2, 150 x 135 mm2), two vertical stress levels σ (0.167 MPa, 0.667 MPa) and 875 

two longitudinal reinforcement rates in tie-columns As (48, 412), resulting in a set of 36 walls. 876 

 Numerical simulation of the push-over loading of each wall was performed and the results were 877 

evaluated in terms of lateral resistance, strain and stress patterns, and displacement capacity. Then, based 878 

on the obtained results, analytical models have been assessed for estimation of the lateral resistance of 879 

CM walls both in shear and flexure. As regards the flexural resistance, a factor may be included in the 880 

flexural formula to take into account the efficiency of the reinforcement in tie-columns, i.e. the yield 881 

force of reinforcement is multiplied by (H/L)-1/2. The better match with the numerical results is obtained 882 

when both the shear and flexural strength domains are considered. In given cases, a poor estimation of 883 

the lateral resistance is obtained, possibly because a mixed shear-flexural failure occurs. So, a new 884 

formulation may be needed to consider it. Charts for estimation of the drift at the peak force are 885 

proposed, which are used as input to a trilinear backbone model for both the shear and flexural -886 

dominated responses of CM walls. Because of the limited number of cases investigated (36 walls), the 887 

proposed analytical models are mostly applicable to CM walls presenting characteristics, i.e. values of 888 

H/L, Tie-A, σ and As, within the ranges considered in this study. 889 

 The presented methodology, from the numerical simulation to the derivation of backbone models 890 

for CM walls, can similarly be applied to other structural typologies. This work demonstrates how the 891 

application of computational methods, by considering the experimental background and employing 892 

engineering judgment, allows to derive suitable analytical models for design. Indeed, the derivation of 893 

calculation rules from the experimental testing and/or numerical simulation results is today a major 894 

challenge for researchers. The adopted methodology relies on a numerical model which has been 895 
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calibrated for a particular CM wall scheme, according to the assumed material properties. Furthermore, 896 

the proposed backbone models empirically consider the post-peak branch of the response, tailored to the 897 

investigated wall configurations. So, the obtained results are mostly applicable to CM walls similar to 898 

the benchmark wall and according to the considered configurations. In any case, it is believed that the 899 

current work will contribute to a better understanding and design of CM walls. 900 
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